Introduction
Mammalian cells generally require both mitogens and anchorage signals from a substratum to proliferate . In the absence of anchorage, some cell types, such as fibroblasts, arrest in the cell cycle, whereas others, including epithelial cells, undergo anoikis (Frisch and Francis, 1994) . Continued survival and proliferation following loss of contact with the extracellular matrix is dependent on the maintenance of intracellular signals in the absence of extracellular cues -a characteristic of transformed cells. Consistent with this, anchorageindependent proliferation is closely linked to tumourigenic potential (Freedman and Shin, 1974) . Moreover, the ability of metastatic cells to colonise new microenvironments in vivo also relies on cell-cycle progression in the absence of normal extracellular stimuli. This dependency of normal cells on specific anchorage signals for proliferation means that the checkpoints responsible for cell-cycle arrest in the absence of anchorage are likely to act as important tumour-suppressive mechanisms.
Following loss of anchorage, normal cells arrest in G1 phase as a result of several checkpoint processes. Normally, attachment signals from the extracellular matrix via integrins synergise with mitogenic signals to promote sustained activation of the ERK pathway . This sustained anchoragedependent ERK response is required for the robust induction of cyclin D1 (CCND1) transcription, which is necessary to drive cells into the cell cycle, past the Rb-E2F restriction point and into S phase (Assoian and Klein, 2008; Roovers et al., 1999) . In addition, the requirement for anchorage is reinforced by cell-cycle inhibitory signals that are induced upon detachment of the cells from the substratum. In particular, the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors p21 and p27 rapidly accumulate in detached cells, and inhibit cyclin-CDK activity (Fang et al., 1996; Zhu et al., 1996) . Anchorage signalling via the focal adhesion kinase (FAK) appears to be important in the regulation of these inhibitors (Bryant et al., 2006) . Other evidence, although less well understood, suggests that anchorage signals are also required for the induction of cyclin A gene (CCNA2) expression (Guadagno et al., 1993) . Together, these mechanisms act to prevent cell-cycle progression in the absence of the appropriate anchorage signals and, as such, act as important regulatory mechanisms of cell-cycle control while also providing a safeguard against inappropriate proliferation.
Cancer cells are typically anchorage independent as a result of the disruption of these checkpoint mechanisms. However, consistent with the complexity and redundancy of the anchoragecheckpoint process, several oncogenic changes are required to confer anchorage independence on normal cells. In several mammalian cell types, it has been shown that abrogation of the Rb-family checkpoint, p53 inactivation and activation of Ras signalling pathways are all required to permit anchorageindependent proliferation, whereas immortalisation by TERT is an additional requirement in human cells (Hahn et al., 1999; Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000; Mitchell et al., 2003) . Importantly, Mammalian cells generally require both mitogens and anchorage signals in order to proliferate. An important characteristic of many tumour cells is that they have lost this anchoragedependent cell-cycle checkpoint, allowing them to proliferate without signals provided by their normal microenvironment. In the absence of anchorage signals from the extracellular matrix, many cell types arrest cell-cycle progression in G1 phase as a result of Rb-dependent checkpoints. However, despite inactivation of p53 and Rb proteins, SV40LT-expressing cells retain anchorage dependency, suggesting the presence of an uncharacterised cell-cycle checkpoint, which can be overridden by coexpression of oncogenic Ras. We report here that, although cyclin-CDK complexes persisted in suspension, proliferation was inhibited in LT-expressing cells by the CDK inhibitor p27 Kip1 (p27). Interestingly, this did not induce a stable arrest, but aberrant cell-cycle progression associated with stalled DNA replication, rereplication and chromosomal instability, which was sufficient to increase the frequency of oncogenic transformation. These results firstly indicate loss of anchorage in Rb-and p53deficient cells as a novel mechanism for promotion of genomic instability; secondly suggest that anchorage checkpoints that protect normal cells from inappropriate proliferation act deleteriously in Rb-and p53-deficient cells to promote tumourigenesis; and thirdly indicate caution in the use of CDK inhibitors for cancer treatment.
this combination of defects is frequently found in human tumours (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000; Sherr and McCormick, 2002) , thus validating the use of cells with defined oncogenic changes as models for stepwise transformation in cancer.
Cells expressing SV40 large T antigen (SV40LT) have nonfunctioning p53 and Rb-family pathways and can proliferate in the absence of mitogens, yet retain anchorage dependency. To explore the mechanisms responsible for this anchorage checkpoint, we have used SV40LT-expressing primary rat Schwann cells, in the absence or presence of oncogenic Ras, to model the barrier between anchorage dependent and independent proliferation. We found that although SV40LT-expressing cells maintained elevated expression of cyclin-CDK complexes in suspension, the expansion of these cells was inhibited by the induction of the cyclindependent kinase inhibitor p27. Unexpectedly, we found that although cell division was blocked in suspension, this was not the result of a stable cell-cycle arrest. Instead, cell-cycle progression was only partially inhibited, resulting in DNA replication stalling, rereplication and increased variability in chromosome number. Importantly, this increase in chromosomal instability was sufficient to lead to the emergence of fully transformed cells. Moreover, we made similar findings in a human cell model of oncogenic transformation. Chromosomal instability is a well-known hallmark of many cancer cells, and might contribute to the initiation and progression of tumours (Rajagopalan and Lengauer, 2004) . Here, we describe a new link between loss of anchorage, the development of chromosomal instability and cellular transformation. These results indicate that anchorage checkpoints that suppress inappropriate proliferation in normal cells are imperfect in Rb-and p53-deficient cells and can promote tumourigenesis in these cells upon loss of anchorage. Moreover, these results suggest that caution should be taken in the use of CDK inhibitors for cancer treatment, because a partial loss of CDK activity might promote cancer.
Results
Soft agar assays are commonly used to assess the ability of cells to proliferate in the absence of anchorage signals. In soft agar, neither normal Schwann cells (NS) nor pools of NS cells constructed to express SV40LT (NSLT) form colonies; instead they persist as single cells within the agar. By contrast, pools of cells coexpressing SV40LT and an oncogenic form of Ras (NSLTRas) form colonies at high efficiency, indicating that these genetic changes are sufficient for anchorage-independent proliferation (Mitchell et al., 2003) . To investigate biochemically why NSLT cells, despite being mitogen independent, are unable to proliferate in the absence of anchorage we used a modified suspension culture system in which cells were seeded into medium containing 1.8% methylcellulose. This forms a water-soluble gel that can be diluted and the cells efficiently retrieved by centrifugation (Hauser et al., 2004) . By counting cells retrieved from this culture, we found that NSLTRas cells proliferated efficiently in the absence of anchorage, albeit with an increased cell-cycle time of 24 hours, compared with 18 hours in attached cells ( Fig. 1A ; supplementary material Fig. S1A ). By contrast, and in agreement with the soft agar assays, the number of NSLT cells did not increase over the course of the experiment, indicating that NSLT cells require anchorage signals to proliferate. This effect was mostly independent of survival, because only slightly more apoptotic cells (~20%) were seen in the NSLT compared with the NSLTRas cultures (~10%) as measured by live-dead staining in methylcellulose at 24 hours and low levels of trypan blue staining at both 24 and 48 hours in suspension (supplementary material Fig.  S1B ).
To investigate how loss of anchorage inhibits the expansion of NSLT cells, we initially performed FACS analysis on attached cells and cells 24 and 48 hours after seeding in methylcellulose to determine the cell-cycle profile, and compared it with those of NS and NSLTRas cells. To monitor DNA replication, BrdU was added for 1 hour before cell retrieval and staining. Consistent with the increase in cell number, NSLTRas cells incorporated BrdU to similarly high levels whether the cells were attached or in suspension ( Fig. 1B ). NS cells, as expected from their inability to proliferate in suspension, exhibited a strong cell-cycle arrest, with suspended cells mostly in the G1 phase of the cell cycle. By contrast, NSLT cells behaved very differently to both the NS and NSLTRas cells. Unlike the NS cells, a significant proportion of NSLT cells continued to incorporate BrdU even after 48 hours in suspension (Fig. 1B) , and this was confirmed by BrdU immunofluorescence in replated cells (not shown). NSLT cells also appeared in all phases of the cell cycle after 24 hours in suspension, with a DNA content similar to that of proliferating NSLTRas cells (Fig. 1C) . In contrast to the NSLTRas, however, there was a sharp decrease in the proportion of NSLT cells incorporating BrdU in suspension. These results suggest a slower cell-cycle progression rather than a phase-specific arrest. Moreover, unlike either the NS or NSLTRas cells or the attached NSLT cells, a large proportion of the cells in S phase were BrdU negative. This demonstrates that progress through S phase was not simply slow but erratic, sometimes stalling for periods of an hour or more.
The inefficient and haphazard cell-cycle progression of NSLT cells in suspension suggested that the normal programme of cyclin-CDK activation had been disrupted. Analysis of the levels of cyclins and CDKs in attached and suspended cells showed that, similarly to the NSLTRas cells, cyclin-CDK levels remained high in the suspended NSLT cells ( Fig. 2A ). This was in contrast to NS cells, where levels of CDKs were notably decreased and cyclins were barely detectable in suspension, consistent with an Rb-mediated cellcycle arrest. Moreover, levels of many cyclin and CDK proteins were several times higher in both the NSLT and NSLTRas attached cells compared with NS cells, consistent with the derepression of their gene promoters upon inactivation of the Rb family (Classon and Harlow, 2002; Markey et al., 2007) . The levels of these proteins remained high in suspension, and were comparable between the NSLT and NSLTRas cells. However, when we measured cyclin-Eand cyclin-A-dependent kinase activity, we found that both kinases were strongly inhibited in the NSLT suspended cells (Fig. 2B) . This difference in activity was not due to differences in the levels of cyclin-CDK complexes, because comparable amounts of cyclin-A-CDK2 and cyclin-E-CDK2 were detectable in the NSLT attached and suspended cells, and these levels were similar to those isolated from NSLTRas (Fig. 2C ). In NS cells, however, levels of both complexes were very low in the suspended cells, which was consistent with the low levels of the constituent proteins.
The activity of cyclin-CDK complexes can be regulated by the binding of inhibitors and by regulatory phosphorylations. We could not detect significant differences in known CDK2 regulatory phosphorylations in attached and suspended conditions by western blot or bound to cyclin A complexes ( Fig. 2A ,C; and data not shown). However, total levels of the CDK inhibitor p27 were several times higher in suspended NSLT cells compared with the attached cells ( Fig. 2C ), whereas p27 levels remained low in NSLTRas cells. Moreover, more p27 was bound to cyclin-CDK complexes in the suspended cells compared with levels in attached cells (Fig. 2C ).
To address whether this increase in p27 levels was sufficient to inhibit cyclin-CDK activity, we depleted p27-bound complexes from attached and suspended NSLT lysates and determined the levels of unbound cyclin-A-CDK left after depletion. Fig. 2D shows that p27 was efficiently depleted from lysates from both suspended and attached cells, but that unbound cyclin-A-CDK2 complexes were only detected in lysates from the attached cells. This indicated that essentially all cyclin-A-CDK2 complexes were bound by p27 when the cells were in suspension. To confirm the role of p27 in inhibiting anchorage-independent proliferation, we attempted to knock down p27 levels in NSLT cells using both siRNA and shRNA approaches. Although p27 protein was efficiently depleted from attached cells, once these were seeded into suspension, p27 levels increased and there was very little decrease in the amount of p27 bound to cyclin-CDK complexes compared with scrambled siRNA controls (not shown). As an alternative approach, we made use of mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) engineered to express a mutant form of p27 (p27Δ51) that is unable to bind and inhibit cyclin-CDK complexes, and which has been shown in vivo to be phenotypically equivalent Journal of Cell Science 122 (18) to a p27-null mutant (Kiyokawa et al., 1996) . We infected these cells and corresponding wild-type MEFs with LT and seeded them into soft agar. Strikingly, infection of the p27⌬51 cells resulted in a high rate of colony formation, whereas control cells largely retained their anchorage dependence ( Fig. 2E ). These results confirm that CDK inhibition by p27 is a key factor limiting the anchorage-independent proliferation of checkpoint-deficient cells.
The FACS data showed that DNA replication was still taking place, to some extent, in suspended NSLT cells, but without a resultant increase in cell number. To test whether rereplication was occurring, we extended the gated population on profiles of cells stained with PI to include cells with greater than 4N DNA content. Fig. 3A showed that this was indeed the case, with the number of NSLT cells with a DNA content greater than 4N increasing dramatically to close to 50% at 48 hours. Metaphase spreads of NSLT cells retrieved from suspension also showed that many nuclei had more than the usual 42 chromosomes (Fig. 3B ). Co-staining of whole reattached cells with Hoechst 33342 and CellTracker confirmed that most of these cells had single giant nuclei rather (48) than being binucleate ( Fig. 3C ). By contrast, the NSLTRas attached cells had a significant proportion of cells with a greater than diploid chromosome number, but this did not change with time in suspension. The metaphase spread analysis also showed that the abnormal NSLT cells were not always tetraploid, because the total number of chromosomes varied significantly between cells. This indicates an underlying chromosomal instability, presumably because of an inability to accurately replicate the genome in suspension. Moreover, this analysis is likely to reflect an underestimation of the extent of chromosomal abnormalities, because only cells able to successfully enter mitosis upon reattachment would be scored using this assay.
To address whether inhibition of cyclin-CDK activity in NSLT cells was sufficient to induce genomic instability, we treated NS and NSLT cells with the CDK inhibitors roscovitine and olomoucine. These treatments, similarly to loss of anchorage, abolished BrdU incorporation in attached NS cells ( Fig. 3D ; supplementary material Fig. S1D ). Treated cells arrested mainly in G1, as in suspension, but also remained to a minor extent in G2 phase, indicating that not all cells in G2 were able to complete the cell cycle and return to G1. Importantly, inhibition of cyclin-CDK activity by roscovitine and olomoucine in attached NSLT cells also resulted in similar FACS profiles to those seen in cells in the absence of anchorage ( Fig. 3D; supplementary material Fig. S1D ): cells stalled in S phase, with a proportion still incorporating BrdU (although olomoucine-treated cells mostly accumulated in G1 rather than in G2-M). Moreover, this resulted in an increase in genomic abnormalities as judged by the large increase in cells with giant nuclei (Fig. 3C, right panel) .
To confirm these findings, we performed the experiments in a second cell type, human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). For this type of analysis it is a requisite to use primary cells to which genetic changes can be added in a defined, sequential manner. Moreover, human stem cells have additional significance in that the transformation of stem cells is considered a prerequisite for the development of many human malignancies. As has been described Journal of Cell Science 122 (18) for many human cell types, many human cells require additional genetic changes compared with rodent cells for full oncogenic transformation (Hahn et al., 1999; Hahn and Weinberg, 2002) . These additional changes are the expression of TERT [which is expressed by rat Schwann cells (Mathon et al., 2001) ] and SV40 small T. We used four populations of cells that have been previously characterised (Funes et al., 2007) : (1) MSCs expressing TERT (T);
(2) MSCs expressing TERT and HPV-16 E6 and E7 (which disrupt p53 and Rb function, respectively) (T/E6/7); (3) MSCs expressing TERT, E6 and E7 and SV40 small T antigen (T/E6/7/sT); (4) MSCs expressing TERT, E6 and E7, SV40 small T antigen and oncogenic Ras (T/E6/7/sT/Ras). Previous characterisation of these cells showed that only the Ras-expressing cells (T/E6/7/sT/Ras) were able to efficiently form colonies in soft agar. Consistent with this finding, only the Ras-expressing cells were able to proliferate efficiently in methylcellulose (Fig. 4A ). BrdU and FACS analysis showed that the MSCs expressing only telomerase were strongly inhibited in suspension, with only 1-2% of cells incorporating BrdU (Fig. 4B,C) . The efficient retrieval of the cells from suspension at 24 and 48 hours coupled with the absence of proliferation indicated that very few of these cells died in suspension. By contrast, and similarly to the Schwann cells, T/E6/7 and t/E6/7/sT cells did not increase in number in suspension but did show aberrant cell-cycle progression, including low levels of BrdU incorporation and a large increase in S phase cells that were BrdU negative, which indicates replication stalling. Moreover, upon fixation, these cells showed an increase in genomic abnormalities over time, with a large increase in the number of cells with giant nuclei after 48 hours in suspension (Fig.  4D ).
It has previously been reported that primary cells expressing oncogenes can undergo replication stress and endoreduplication both when proliferating in adherent conditions and in vivo (Bartkova et al., 2005; Bartkova et al., 2006; Blow and Gillespie, 2008; Di Micco et al., 2006; Gorgoulis et al., 2005; Halazonetis et al., 2008; Tort et al., 2006) . In particular this 'oncogenic stress' was associated with activation of the DNA damage checkpoint. To determine the role of this checkpoint in our system, we analysed the levels of phosphorylated histone H2A.X in NS, NSLT and NSLTRas cells in attached and suspension cultures by western blot. In all the attached cultures there were very low levels of H2A.X-P. This might be the result of our culture conditions, which have previously been shown to avoid the 'culture shock' associated with the culture of many primary cells (Mathon et al., 2001) . Interestingly, however, both the NS and NSLT cells showed a strong increase in the levels of H2A.X-P when the cells were in suspension and this was lost within 12 hours of replating (Fig. 5A) . By contrast, the NSLTRas cells did not show any increase in suspension. However, the increase in H2A.X phosphorylation in suspended NS and NSLT cells was unlikely to be in response to replication stress, because immunofluorescence analysis indicated that the vast majority (>90%) of these cells expressed high levels of H2A.X-P in suspension ( Fig. 5A; and data not shown) despite the fact that very few of the NS cells were in S phase. We also analysed levels of components of the pre-replication complexes and found high levels of active MCM2 and cdc6 in both NSLT and NSLTRas cells (Fig.  5A) . Interestingly, the levels of active MCM2 remained high in suspension and might contribute to the ability of both these cell types to replicate their DNA in suspension. Cells with oncogenic changes and genomic instability are reported to be more susceptible to mitotic death. To assess whether mitotic death was contributing to our results, we determined the number of mitotic cells in attached and suspended NSLT and NSLTRas cultures by staining for the mitotic marker histone H3-Ser10. However, we found that in contrast to NSLTRas cells, very few of the NSLT cells were in mitosis (supplementary material Fig. S1C ). Moreover, we could not detect any H3-Ser10 in the sub-G1 population by FACS (not shown). This analysis makes it unlikely that mitotic death contributes to inhibition of NSLT proliferation in suspension.
To address whether the genomic instability resulting from suspension of NSLT cells was sufficient to trigger an increased frequency of cellular transformation, we analysed the ability of the Journal of Cell Science 122 (18) cells to form colonies in soft agar following a period in suspension. NS, NSLT and NSLTRas cells were maintained in methylcellulose suspension for 72 hours, and then retrieved and replated. As a control for the procedures, cells were also seeded into methylcellulose for 1 hour before retrieval. Two passages after replating, the cells were seeded in soft agar to assay colony formation. Remarkably, NSLT cells following this period in suspension had a significantly increased frequency of colony formation compared with both the NS and the NSLT control populations (Fig. 4A,B) , thus demonstrating that the degree of genomic instability induced by loss of anchorage is sufficient to increase the frequency of cellular transformation.
Discussion
Here, we have shown that the failure of NSLT cells to proliferate in suspension is due to inhibition of cyclin-CDK activity resulting from the upregulation of p27. NSLTRas cells are immune to this, because Ras signalling pathways trigger the degradation of p27 (Kawada et al., 1997) . Previous studies have indicated that SV40LT- expressing cells are refractory to the effects of p27 (Mann and Jones, 1996) . Our results at first glance appeared to contradict these studies, because NSLT cell proliferation is inhibited in suspension as a result of p27 induction. However, detailed analysis showed that although these cells did not proliferate in suspension, the cell cycle was only partially arrested. Critically, this partial blockage, resulting from dysfunctional checkpoints, had deleterious consequences, resulting in DNA rereplication, genomic instability and an increased frequency of oncogenic transformation.
This work has several interesting implications. On the one hand, our results reaffirm the importance of p27 as a tumour suppressor: it acts as a barrier to anchorage-independent proliferation both in normal cells and in cells that have lost other checkpoint mechanisms such as p53-Rb. In agreement with this, p27 levels are inversely correlated with anchorage independence in human cancer cell lines (Kawada et al., 1998) . In addition, oncogenic activity has been directly linked to p27 inactivation and turnover (Grimmler et al., 2007; Kawada et al., 1997) , and either downregulation of p27 itself, its mislocalisation or increased degradation via Skp2, are all correlated with poor prognosis in a range of cancers (reviewed by Chu et al., 2008) . On the other hand, our results clearly demonstrate how p27 induction, by inhibiting cyclin-CDK activity in checkpoint-deficient cells, whilst protecting against immediate outgrowth (and thus still acting to protect against cancer) does so imperfectly, resulting in an increase in genomic instability, which increases the rate of oncogenic transformation as a result of further genetic changes (examples of which could be p27 loss or Ras activation). This might be partly explained by the fact that CDK activity can prevent rereplication (Porter, 2008) , which, combined with loss of cell-cycle checkpoints, might be expected to promote genomic instability (Srinivasan et al., 2007; Vaziri et al., 2003) .
Previous work has reported that oncogenic changes can result in a DNA-damage response and endoreduplication (Bartkova et al., 2005; Bartkova et al., 2006; Blow and Gillespie, 2008; Di Micco et al., 2006; Gorgoulis et al., 2005; Halazonetis et al., 2008; Tort et al., 2006) . The DNA-damage response has been proposed to act as a barrier to early tumourigenesis, induced, at least in part, in response to replication stress as a result of oncogenic signaling. In our cell system, we saw little evidence of a DNA-damage response in attached cells. This may be because a 'culture shock' environment is a necessary co-factor. However, we do see a large increase in a DNA-damage marker (H2A.X-P) when cells lose their normal attachment signals, suggesting that loss of normal anchorage signals can also induce a form of 'culture shock', which is exhibited as a DNA-damage response. This is consistent with a previous report in which normal human epithelial cells undergo senescence when plated onto plastic rather than onto a more physiological stromal environment (Ramirez et al., 2001) . It will be of great interest to determine the mechanism involved and address whether this mechanism contributes to the damage response seen in early tumourigenesis. Other studies have reported that oncogenic signaling can result in elevated expression of components of the pre-replication complex. We confirm these findings, by showing that MCM2 and CDC6 are highly expressed in cells expressing SV40LT. Moreover, we find that MCM2 expression is maintained in the absence of anchorage and is likely to contribute to the endoreduplication that is seen in these cells.
To our knowledge, this is the first report demonstrating that loss of normal anchorage signals can lead to genomic instability and promote tumourigenesis. Human cells require additional genetic changes compared with rodent cells to elicit full transformation, and it is thought that an increase in genetic instability is required for sufficient changes to occur. Our findings in human stem cells, which show that loss of anchorage in Rb-and p53-deficient cells results in increased genomic instability, might thus have additional significance. Correct sensing of and response to cellular attachment signals are recognised as important tumour suppressive mechanisms, because of their links to cell-cycle control pathways. However, we find that the mechanisms designed to protect against inappropriate proliferation can have tumour-promoting effects in checkpointdeficient cells. It is conceivable that the detachment of a checkpointdeficient but noncancerous cell from its normal environment could precipitate tumourigenesis in a new location because of development of genomic instability upon loss of anchorage. This concept is supported by the finding that metastasis of single cells is not always a late event in tumour progression and can occur before the cell has fully transformed (Husemann et al., 2008) . However, it could also be envisaged that this process could be involved in tumourigenesis at an early stage at the site of initiation. It is becoming increasingly clear that changes to the microenvironment are key triggers for tumourigenesis (Elenbaas and Weinberg, 2001; Tlsty and Coussens, 2006) . Some of these changes are likely to result in changes to the normal anchorage environment and to disruption of normal anchorage signaling to the cell cycle. In the case reported here, the effect on the cell cycle is triggered by the induction of a CDK inhibitor following loss of normal anchorage signals; however, it would be predicted that inhibiting CDK activity by other mechanisms would have a similar effect. Consistent with this, we found that the addition of moderate doses of the CDK inhibitors roscovitine or olomoucine to checkpoint-deficient cells produced a phenotype which was similar to that induced in our suspended cells. CDK inhibitors have been developed, in part, as potential cancer therapeutics and several are currently in clinical trials (Malumbres et al., 2008) . Our results suggest that insufficient doses of CDK inhibitors, particularly in checkpoint-deficient cells, might have deleterious consequences by promoting gross chromosomal instability, which might increase the chances of tumour progression. These findings, coupled with previous reports of the importance of CDK activity for appropriate repair responses (Jazayeri et al., 2005) , suggest that care should be taken with their clinical use.
Materials and Methods

Cells
Normal primary Schwann (NS) cells from rat sciatic nerve were routinely cultured on plastic dishes (Nunc) coated with poly-L-lysine (Sigma) in DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 3% stripped foetal calf serum (Biosera), forskolin (Calbiochem) and glial growth factor, as described (Mathon et al., 2001) . Schwann cells stably expressing SV40LT were infected with virus from Phoenix producer cells transfected with either LXSN empty vector (NSLT cells) or H-Ras G12V LXSN (NSLTRas cells). Infected cells were selected with G418 to ensure stable vector expression. MEFs from wild-type and p27Δ51 knock-in mice (Kiyokawa et al., 1996) were a kind gift from Andrew Koff (Sloan Kettering Institute, New York, NY) and were cultured in 3% oxygen, in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma) plus antibiotic. Human primary mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) expressing either TERT, TERT + HPV16 E6 + E7, TERT + E6 + E7 + SV40 small t, or TERT + E6 + E7 + small t + H-Ras G12V , were a kind gift from Chris Boshoff (UCL Cancer Institute, London, UK). MSCs were cultured in MesenCult Basal medium plus 10% stimulatory supplements (Stemcell Technologies) and 1 ng/ml basic FGF (R&D Systems).
Suspension culture
Cells were seeded in centrifuge tubes in medium containing 1.8% dissolved methylcellulose (Sigma) to form a semisolid hydrogel. Tubes were incubated with loose lids to allow equilibration with the CO 2 -controlled atmosphere. Control experiments were carried out to ensure that cells remained suspended evenly throughout the gel (not shown). To retrieve cells, the suspension was diluted fivefold with DMEM containing 1% serum and centrifuged at 500 g for 10 minutes (Beckman Coulter J6-M). The pellet was then washed twice with ice-cold PBS.
Cell counts
Cell pellets retrieved from methylcellulose were resuspended and dissociated for 1-5 minutes in trypsin-EDTA followed by inactivation with medium. The resulting suspension was diluted in isotonic solution and cells counted using a Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter).
Flow cytometry
BrdU was added to the medium or methylcellulose suspension 1 hour before harvesting cells. Ethanol-fixed samples were stained with anti-BrdU (Roche) and propidium iodide (Sigma) and analysed using Cellquest Pro software (Becton Dickinson). 10,000 events were collected for each sample. For roscovitine and olomoucine treatment, the drugs were added to the medium of attached cells 24 hours before harvesting. Roscovitine was used at 35 μM and olomoucine at 125 μM.
Western blot
Antibodies against the following proteins were used: cyclin D1 (sc450), cyclin E (sc481), cyclin A (sc596), cyclin B1 (sc595), CDK4 (sc260), CDK2 (sc163), CDK1 (sc747), p21 (sc397-G), p27 (sc1641) (all Santa Cruz Biotechnology); CDK6 (Neomarkers Ab-3), β-tubulin (Sigma T4026), Tyr15-P cdc2 and cdk2 (Cell Signaling Technology 9111), MCM2 (BD Biosciences BM-28), MCM2-P (Ser53) (Bethyl Laboratories A300-756a), H2A.X-P (Cell Signaling Technology 2577).
Immunoprecipitation and kinase assays
Total protein lysate (100-300 μg) was incubated with either protein G beads crosslinked to cyclin A antibody (Cancer Research UK clone E72), cyclin B antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc245), or protein A beads crosslinked to cyclin E antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology sc481). Bound complexes were assayed for kinase activity using purified histone H1 substrate (Sigma) and [γ-32 P]ATP (GE Healthcare) at 37°C for 30 minutes, before gel electrophoresis and film exposure.
Immunodepletion 250 μg protein lysate from attached or suspended NSLT was rotated at 4°C for 1 hour with protein G beads either alone, or with p27 polyclonal antibody sc528 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Beads were discarded and the depletion was carried out twice more, then control and depleted samples were immunoprecipitated using E72 beads as above, to pull down cyclin A complexes.
Soft agar assay
Schwann cells (500,000 per 15 cm plate) were seeded in 0.5% agar on top of a bottom layer of 1% agar (SeaPlaque, Lonza). Colonies were counted after 4 weeks in 30 fields per plate. For MEFs, cells were seeded in six-well plates at 4000 cells per well. Colonies were counted after 1 week in 10 fields per well.
Viability assays
Live-dead staining (using kit L-3224, Invitrogen) was carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions, except that the reagent was incubated with a small aliquot of cells in methylcellulose suspension instead of adherent cells. Trypan blue staining was carried out on cells retrieved from suspension as for counting, incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature in 0.04% trypan blue solution (Sigma T8154) and scored for dye exclusion using a haemocytometer.
Microscopy
BrdU staining was carried out on attached MSCs and those from suspension culture, following a 1 hour BrdU pulse. Cells were retrieved from suspension, washing out the BrdU in the process, and allowed to reattach before fixing in 4% formaldehyde. Attached cells were fixed directly following the pulse. Fixed cells were acid-treated in 2 M HCl, permeabilised in 0.2% Triton X-100 and blocked in 3% BSA in PBS before staining with anti-BrdU (Roche) at 1:300, plus Hoechst 33342. To quantify giant nuclei and binucleate cells, samples from attached and suspension culture were stained with CellTracker (Invitrogen) and Hoechst 33342. Giant nuclei and binucleate cells were scored by eye, counting a total of at least 200 cells per coverslip. Cells were treated with 35 μM roscovitine or 125 μM olomoucine every 24 hours for a total of 72 hours before fixing. For histone H2A.X-P staining, cells were fixed in 95% ethanol, 5% acetic acid and blocked in 3% BSA before staining with primary antibody at 1:2000 (Millipore 05-636).
